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FLAT CAT® is a game-changing 

putter grip that puts the feeling 

of “SQUARE” in the palm of  

your hand. 

Ensuring your putter face is 

square to your intended target 

line is the key to making putts. 

 

THE SCIENCE

FLAT CAT putter grips are  

statistically proven to improve  

face angle at address and through  

impact. They have outperformed  

the leading oversized putter grips in 

76% of tests using the  

Science&Motion (SAM) PuttLab.  

[The SAM PuttLab is the leading 

putting analysis system].

SQUARE Face at address CLOSED Face at address

FLAT CAT’s patent-pending 

FLAT1™ design enables every 

golfer to square their hands, 

square their shoulders and 

square their putter face to 

their intended target line.
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DID YOU KNOW  
THAT IF YOUR PUTTER FACE 
IS OPEN OR CLOSED  
JUST 2º, YOU WILL 
MISS A 5 FOOT PUTT?

2º
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SQUARE YOUR FACE 
A N D

 SINK  MORE PUTTS!
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SQUARE YOUR FACE

The innovative FLAT1™ design 

squares the face of the putter 

to the intended target line

Made from a lightweight 

polyurethane compound for 

a light and comfortable feel

Featuring the Easy-Glide™ 

cone for effortless removal 

from a player’s bag

Comfortable and lighter-traction 

surface pattern provides the ideal 

comfort & feel

Outstanding performance 

during humid and wet 

conditions

Unique and proprietary shape 

immediately improves putting 

consistency and accuracy
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 ORIGINAL GRIP
The revolutionary FLAT CAT® putter grip puts the face  

of the putter in the palm of your hand. The sides of  

the FLAT CAT grip are in a parallel plane with the putter  

face, resulting in a putter face that is more square at 

address and through impact.

FLAT CAT®



AVAILABLE IN  
FIVE SIZES

SVELTE STANDARD FAT
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SIZE PART # COLOR SIZE WEIGHT

Slim 8706NT White / Green 1.09 44g

Svelte 8718NT White / Green 1.23 53g

Standard 8707NT White / Green 1.37 68g

Fat 8708NT White / Green 1.50 88g

Big Boy 8709NT White / Green 1.68 103g

The revolutionary FLAT CAT® putter grip puts the face  

of the putter in the palm of your hand. The sides of  

the FLAT CAT grip are in a parallel plane with the putter  

face, resulting in a putter face that is more square at 

address and through impact.

BIG BOYSLIM
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The tackier feel of the rubber grip features exclusive  

FLAT1™ design. FLAT CAT® putter grip puts the face of  

the putter in the palm of your hand. The sides of  

the FLAT CAT grip are in a parallel plane with the putter  

face, resulting in a putter face that is more square at 

address and through impact.

The innovative FLAT1™ design 

squares the face of the putter 

to the intended target line

Made from a proprietary 

rubber compound for a 

tackier, comfortable feel

Featuring the Easy-Glide™ 

cone for effortless removal 

from a player’s bag

Comfortable,  

non-slip surface Unique and proprietary 

foam core wrapped with 

a solid rubber sheathing 

provides improved 

feedback and control

FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

FLAT CAT TAK™

Outstanding performance 

during humid and wet 

conditions
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The tackier feel of the rubber grip features exclusive  

FLAT1™ design. FLAT CAT® putter grip puts the face of  

the putter in the palm of your hand. The sides of  

the FLAT CAT grip are in a parallel plane with the putter  

face, resulting in a putter face that is more square at 

address and through impact.

AVAILABLE IN  
THREE SIZES

SLIM SVELTE STANDARD

SIZE PART # COLOR SIZE WEIGHT

Slim 8725 Black / Green 1.09 63g

Svelte 8726 Black / Green 1.23 75g

Standard 8727 Black / Green 1.37 92g

FLAT CAT Original, TAK, 

and Solution putter grips 

are the first grips that can 

be installed with the flat 

sides of the grip parallel 

or perpendicular to your 

putter face. PERPENDICULAR  
TO YOUR PUTTER FACE

PARALLEL  
TO YOUR PUTTER FACE
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The revolutionary FLAT CAT® putter grip features a  

classic pistol shape that creates the ultimate in feel  

and performance.

TOUR PERFORMANCE
 PISTOL GRIP
FLAT CAT®

Reduces wrist break  

and hand actionMade from a lightweight 

polyurethane compound 

for a light and comfortable 

grip feel

Featuring the Easy-Glide™ 

cone for effortless removal 

from a player’s bag

Comfortable, lighter-traction 

surface pattern provides  

the ideal feel

Conforms to the palm  

of your hand for a  

more traditional feel

Outstanding performance 

during humid and wet 

conditions
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FOR GOLFERS WHO 
PREFER THE FEEL 
OF A PISTOL GRIP

STANDARD

SIZE PART # COLOR SIZE WEIGHT

Standard 8733 Black / Green Classic Pistol 60g
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With a patented stainless steel weighted cone  

optimally positioned below the hands and the  

exclusive FLAT1™ design, the new FLAT CAT  

Solution® will instantly create a smoother,  

more consistent and confident putting stroke.

GOLF’S FIRST ANSWER TO THE YIPS

FLAT CAT SOLUTION®

FLAT1™ design squares  

the face of the putter to  

the intended target line

Creates a smoother, 

more consistent, 

pendulum-like stroke

Easy-Glide™ cone 

for effortless club 

removal from bag

New weighted grip 

technology provides golf’s 

first answer for the “yips”

Allows the putter head to 

feel heavier and more stable 

without sacrificing feel

Outstanding performance 

during humid and wet 

conditions
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With a patented stainless steel weighted cone  

optimally positioned below the hands and the  

exclusive FLAT1™ design, the new FLAT CAT  

Solution® will instantly create a smoother,  

more consistent and confident putting stroke.

AVAILABLE IN  
FIVE SIZES

PISTOLBIG BOYFATSTANDARDSVELTE

SIZE PART # COLOR SIZE WEIGHT

Svelte 8721 Black / Green 1.23 126g

Standard 8722 Black / Green 1.37 172g

Fat 8723 Black / Green 1.50 197g

Big Boy 8724 Black / Green 1.68 227g

Pistol 8732 Black / Green Classic Pistol 75g

BEFORE FLAT CAT Solution

THE RESULTS ARE INDISPUTABLE!
Through extensive testing, the Science&Motion (SAM) PuttLab, the world’s leading putting analysis system,  

determined FLAT CAT Solution® was the ONLY weighting option that visibly, significantly, and dramatically  

smoothed and improved the strokes of golfers suffering with the yips instantly!

AFTER FLAT CAT Solution
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CONTACT

ORIGINAL GRIP TAKTM GRIP PISTOL  
GRIP

SOLUTION® GRIP SOLUTION®  

PISTOL GRIP

Call us toll-free at 

1-844-FLATCAT   
1-844-352-8228

Or visit us online at 

FLATCATGOLF.COM

012-1118


